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It's almost an annual thing: a new layout for our company website.

The new layout has again been designed completely from scratch and, since our recent move
to Linux on our office computers, largely with the use of Linux tools. The graphic design was
made using Inkscape. Some images from openclipart.org where used and several icons from
the tango project were used as well. Our logo got a makeover with Inkscape as well.

The new site has been build on top of a fresh Xoops install with a fine selection of modules.
Many module templates where changed to fit the new design and also some changes where
made to Xoops core class-files. There is still a lot of work to be done, including Dutch translation
of several modules. The translations will also be available for download when they are ready.

The website can be seen here:
http://www.softechmatrix.nl
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